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Mass March
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Carrying signs stating "Stop
Killing Our People 11 and "I Am
Proud To Be A Chicano, 11 UNM
students, faculty and local
community members Satm;day
celebrated a mass in
commemoration of two Chicanos
The mass,
by a march
on pollee headquarters, began at 1
p.m. Saturday in Roosevelt Park.
Four Catholic priests read the
bilingual ceremony in which they
asked the group to "offer the
wicked no resistance."
Fr. Michael O'Brian, of San
Jose parish, told the ass~mbled,
"We want to do the best for our
country. We know peacemaking

Photos by Scott Patrick

Would Reduce Marijuana Penalites

will scar us, but we must strive to
contribute to the good of the
entire human race.,.
Two coffins draped in bla<'k to
symbolize the two men slain last
weekend were curried by members

.

of the Black Berets as the group
nroceeded to oolice headauarters
at 4th St. and- Tijeras. They were
marshalled by members of the
Albuquerque Police force as well
as numerous plain clothes
detectives.
As the group reached the steps
of police headquarters, police
gathered inside the entrance of
the building arrayed in full riot
gear complete with shotguns.
When asked if special emergency
preparations were taken, a police
lieutenant would offer llo
comment.
Communion was given under
the eyes of the police. "If we
want peace," O'Brian told the
assembled,, "we must work for
justice. Love your enemies a11d
pray for those who persecute
you."
With shouts of "Viva la Raza"
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and "Chicano Power," the
marchers moved on to Robinson
Park where they br0ke up. The
procession was without incident
with the exception of the collapse
of two participants from fatigue.
They were promptly given first
aid by marchers.

* * *

Solemn Focus?
Saturday's memodal march for
two Black Berets slain by police
was solemn, but detectives and
Berets kept their l"espective
camera lenses focused on each
other.
While being photographed by a
police detective, a Black Beret
photographer began snapping
shots of the detective. The two
engaged in a photographic duel
both clicking their cameras and
glaring at each other for the next
few minutes.

Senate Passes Major Drug Revision Bill
SANTA FE- A measur~
lowering possession of less than an
ounce of marijuana to a
misdemeanor passed the N.M.
Senate by a wide margin
Saturday.
The Senate passed Bill 35 1 the
Controlled Substances Act, 31-G
after defeating two amendments
which would have stiffened
penalties for possession of minor
amounts of marijuana.
The bill, designed to apply

pressure on pushers rather than
drug users, was termed a
~emilestone in the problem of drug
abuse in this country," by Sen.
Edmundo Delgado (D·Santa Fe).
The lowered marijuana
penalties caused the most
controversy, with advocates of
stiffer penalties arguing lowering
penalties would be a first step
toward legalization of the drug.
Sponsor of the bill, Sen. Odis
Echols (D- Curry· Roosevelt)

between $50 and $100.
-Set penalties of simple
possession of more than eight
ounces at imprisonment of from
30 days to one year and a fine of
between $100 to $1000.
Echols said the biJl would set
up the lowest mariJUana
possession penalties in the
country. If passed it js expected
to be distributed to other states as
a model bill by the Federal
Bureau of Narcotics and
Dangerous Drugs.
In arguing for retention of the
low penalties for simple
possession, Echols said the bill
would allow law enforcement
officials to concentrate an heroin
most of otii' major iunded· and- amphe-tatnin-b puGhcl".:i, and
organizations with pictures. These large volume marijuana dealers
included the Art Gallery, the instead of making many arrests
GSA, the Daily Lobo, the Film for possession.
Committee and sa on, with a
Other provisions ot the lengthy
picture of the person in charge.
bill tightened up legal transfer
"They put a lot more procedures of drugs from
phot()graphs in it than was ou t-of·state manufacturers to
specified in the contract. They're local pharmacies; break down
really trying to put out a good controlled substances into five
book."
categories based on abuse
The booklets also contain a potential; defines penalty levels
directo:ry or cross • reference for possession or trafficking in
section and Hstudent chartered drugs in each oi the five
organizations are listed in the categodes} and grants the state
back, which is a campus key in Phatmacy Board expanded
effect."
discretionary powers in
Sarah Laidlaw, former Lobo administration of the act.
editor, did the editing on the
The. first proposed amendment
would have left penalties for
booklet.
White stated MARCOA would marijuana possession at their
like to put the student booklet present level. The amendme11t was
out again for UNM next year. "We defeated 22-15.
want to mail ()Ut the booklets to
The second pro posed
the students before atnendmel1t, introduced by Sen.
James Brui11 (R- Chave:t), would
pre·registration."
"It will cost about one cent have raised fines for less than one
apiece for the labels from the ounce to a maximum $100 and
Computer Center and $10 to alter includerl a possible jaiT sentence
their program to run only up to 30 days. Penalties for
undergraduate names. It'll be possession of more than an ounce
about $130 for the fables. Next would haYe been raised
year it should cost $300 to send proportionately and judges would
the booklets out third class bulk have been allowed to assess court
costs against persons convicted of
rate.
He said he is planning: to put possession. That amendment aiso
the money for the booklets into failed 22·11>.
Opposition to the Bruin
the '72~'73 budget under the
amendment came from Sen.
student activities board.
countered by saying stiffer
penalties for minor possession
would negate the intention of the
bill- to stop drug pushing.
In regard to ltlarijuana, the bill
would:
-Limit fines for possession of
less than one ounce to $25 to
$50.
-Set penalties for simple
possession of between one and
eight ounces at a mandatory seven
day jail sentence, and a filte of

Handbool( Will Be Handed Out
ASUNM Projects, Offices Explained

8 0 0 0 student activities
handb<>oks, designed to acquaint
students with organizations and
departltlents on the UNM campus,
will be distributed in about two
weeks to full-time undergraduates,
Ken White, ASUNM president said
Friday.
"There were 12,000 full-time
undergraduates last semester/' he
stated. ''We're about 4000 short,
but I don't think we'll have any
trouble about having enough. 11
The distribution of the
booklets will be through the
activities office 1 the Alpha Phi
Omega coat room in the Union
and the ASUNM office.
Originally the printing cost was
to be paid from 20 per cent of the
advertising sales in the booklet.
But ad sales turned out to be only
enough f<>r 5000 booklets, White
stated. He said the company
agreed to absorb all the losses
since they want to print the
booklets against nex.t year.
"! talked this guy into printing
7000 copies. Friday morning I
talked him into 8000.
White estimated the cost of the
bo<>klets fot MARCOA will be
$354.09 per 1000 copies. This
figure includes printing costs,
binding, paper and handling.
"The co11tract calls far a
maximum of 20,000 booklets,
pre-paid for AStJNM without cost
to the students. The delivery date

is to be based six months after all
the editorial material is in." But
White stated that the company
agreed to send the booklets in a
few weeks. He added the contract
had been rewritten four times
until he approved it,

Ken White
The company printing the
booklet is the Marketing
Corl)c:Hation of America
(MARCOA), based in San Diego.
The booklets contain a letter to
students from White and Jack
0'Guinn 1 ASUNM vice president
with articles on the presidency,
the vice presidency and the
Senate. nThere ar.e articles on

Robert MeBride (D Bern.) He
argued the wide discretionary
leeway given judges for sentencing
in cases of simple possession
penalties, the bill is an omnibus
revision of labellittg, handling and
pharmacy administration
procedures as well as criminal
statutes on drug use. The bill sets
harsh penalties for traffickers in
any "controlled substance"
defined in the bill.
The bill was drawn up by the
Legislative Drug Abuse Study
Committee after a 10-mottth
study of drug use and handling in
New Mexico. It must now be
passed by the House.
w

r
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Subsidy Opposed

,

A bill to provide a state
subsidy for the education of
foreign students while
attending state universities has
been given a "do not pass"
recommendation by the House
Appropriations and Finance
Committee.
Rep. John ltadosevich
(D·Bern.) said New Mexico
institutions of higher learning
already opel'tite on tight
budgets.
Non•resident tuition costs to
attend schools in New Mexico
would be higher than the fee
for foreign students, said Rep.
Pads Derizotis (D·McKinley).
Most foreign students either
come from wealthy families, or
are receiving aid from their
governments, he said.
Rep, William O'Donnell
(D·DonaAna). the bill sponsor,
said his bill was based on two
principles. First, the ~ates for
the exchange of currency by
fo~eign students
places a
financial bind on the student,
and sccondt the number of
foreign students has been
dropping in direct proportion
to tecent increases in
\.out-of·state tuition.
.J
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fury Sought for Berrigan Trial
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Keep Penalties Low
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Senate Bill #35, the Controlled
Substances Act, known to laymen as the
Marijuana Bill, was passed by a substantial
margin in the State Senate Saturday.
We are concerned however that it will be
received less favorably in the House. We fear
discussion of the alleged "~.ymbolism" of
marijuana use, as a social protest, will take
precedence over the clearly defined law
enforcement aims of the bill.
Sen. Odis Echols (D-Gun:y- Roosevelt),
the bill's author, has argued consistently and
well that the intent of the penalties section,
particularly the low penalties for simple
marijuana possession, are intended to put
legal presslll'e on nard arug pusners ana take
it off the social marijuana user.
The hard drug traffic through New

f •
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FREE-NO DUES
No Minimum Income Requirements
Up to 24 months to pay
Charge air line fares, hotels and
motels, meals, car rentals,
tours, excess baggage etc.
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grammar, the Chicano may not
have been noticed at all.
While it may be true that for
many years the programs were
directed only to English - speaking
students it was only because there
were so few Chicanos on campus
and anyway minorities are not
really that important. Those were
the days when Spanish students
considered being permitted to
attend as a wonderous privilege.
Teachers were originally trained
to teach non·speakers but only
through their devotion did this
fixation in their brairts develop to
this singular idea. Having become
accustomed to the uncomplicated
and highly regularized system
they could not be expected to
easily adjust to an alternative
program.
'
After all, the anglo happily
memorized grammer, gave good
feed • hacks on ex'ams, and got
good grades; without ever
complaining about not being able
to converse even in the most
simple terms. So what if the
department continues under the
fallacious assumption that to
memorize grammer, thus earning
high marks is tantamount to
learning to , speak and write,
nobody is perfect.
Understanding
Seems the Chicano ls looking
for a general understanding of the
language, and is interested in
acquiring a practical use, but we
know that education must not be
practical to be valid. Than the
Chicano complains about
stereotyped grading.
I know lots of professors and
they just do not have iron • cast
prejudices about minorities, oh
maybe a slight subtle "one'' but
nothing to get excited over. As for
UNM being a stumping ground for
out of state students and
professionals; is it not the
University's responsibility to assist
less fortunate states by pro\'iding
them with educational
opportunities.
History
Then there are those apostles of
sharing experiences which of

course is the history department.
It's through no fault of their own
that they have only one Spanish
surname out of 30 graduate
assistants. As they explain you
can't go out and bend their arms
to bring them to apply. There is
also no reason why a professor
specializing in Mexican history
should be. expected to know
Spanish. Arter all Mexican hi!ltory
is not so terribly complex, after
all there are some very good
translations. Thts was all
explained to me one day when a
professor lost his notes and had to
dismiss the class.
So if the history department
does not buy the eth11ic studies
thing it's only because they are
confident that their appreciation
for the minorities is sufficient to
th<'ir ehal!~>nge, Their good
intentions, {they keep hoping to
get funds for Indians) too will
some day materialize- just be
patient {Hope delayed makes the
heart sick). And there may be
some truth to their postulation
that minority groups fail to adjust
to the circumstances of place and
time.
Jung would be proud of the
psychology department. One of
their top men declares that it's
minorities within the societv that
cause all the society's problems.
Wouldn't it be cozy if everybody
conformed to tlte ideas of the
national majority. When asked top
man angrily retorted that - no
there is no connection between
totalitarianism and majority
psychology. With more than 150
students in the class there was
something ironic about the
situation. But it could have been
worse, it could have been a T.V.
class.
Educational opportunity hns
not only been side - stepping
minority students in New Mexico,
anglo students too have been hurt
by inadequate programs educators
stoically defend. Civil rights
reports vividly demonstrate the
errors of such a system if only
administrators took time to read
them,
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Education Prejudices Discussed

By CIPRIANO GRIEGO
M:my have said, in effect, that
to work Cor the principles of
reform and equality in behalf of
students is the most foolish and
hopi)less thing a person can do "como arar en el mar". Granted
that bringing about positive
changes may have been pretty
near impossible in the past.
But today in our new era of
social consciousness happily
brought about as a result of
minority demands on the old
establishment we can expect and
even demand changes ourselves.
This is not to say that everyone is
aware or approves of the new
spirit of fairness. For there are
some people who seem to be
oblivious of our new era.
Wbile the national trend is for
univel'Kities to interact with thl'ir
communities, UNM holds steady,
unshaken and unchanging,
nothing can penetrate the old
solid rock. For to change would
be to break the traditions we have
all become so accustomed to.
Departments
A 1oak at some of the
departments will demonstrate
how eager pro(essors are to help
the undeserving student. The gran·
folkloricos entranced in their
work, shame that they were
criticized last semester. For if
they are intransigent it's all in
preserving our rich and dying
heritage, which without their help
it might not die. 1 can not
urtderstand why anyone would
say that to ask the Spanish
department for help was
tantamount to asking Papa Doc to
pray for him {may God rest his
voo·doo soul).
I read somewhere that our
senores academicos were partial to
a certain b<roup of students, at the
same time, that they considered
the Chicano btroup unattractive
and difficult to teach. But I was
there ll!td 1 can say that they
hardly noticed the annual increase
of Chicanos in the last few years.
Except for the fact that Chicanos
are rtot as quiet as the typical
anglo breaking his head memorizing
Page 2
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Bad News
GRIFFIN, Ga. (UPI)-There
was no bad news on the front
page of the Griffin, Ga., Daily
News last Monday.
The paper observed its 100th
anniversary with a lOO·page
edition. "Bad news" was assigned
to inside pages.
"If you miss the 'qad' news,
there probably will be some
tomorrow .as we resume regular
coverage of it along with the
good," a front page box informed
readers.

Lobo Letters, Bema Policies
The Lobo tells students what's happening on and around
campu&, but also what people think about what is happening.
So, for yolll' information the following are The Lobo's letters
to the editor and Bema policies:
Letters to the Editor ...
Letters to the editor should be no longer than 250 words,
typewritten and double spaced.
Sender's name, address and telephone number must be
included with the letter or it will not be considered for
publication. Names will not be withheld upon request. If a
letter is from a group, please include a name, telephone
number and address of a group member. The letter wilt carry
that name, plus the name of that group.
The Lobo will publish letters as spp.ce and the number of
letters received allows.

\I

RETAIL lNSTAl.Ml:NT CREDIT AGR£EMENT

NEW MEXICO LOBO
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Bemas ...
Bernas are unsolicited, signed guest editorials which do not
necessarily reflect the editorial policy of The Lobo, or the
policy of ASUNM, GSA or UNM. Bernas may be any length,
but may be cut due to space limitations.
As with letters to the editor, please include address and
telephone number with the Bema.
Both letters to the editor or Bernas can be mailed to The
Lobo, P.O. Box 20, UNM, delivered to The Lobo office at
the corner of Yale and Central, or deposited in the Lobo
Suggestion Box it1side the east door of the Union.

lit~ IJNI)EASIONED INDIVIOIJAlS JOIN IN TillS APPliCATION & ASSUME JOINT & SEVU,I,L ll~$1UTY fOR All CltARClES INCURRED

I

I
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I
I

i\fonday, l•'ebruary 7, 1972
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(tremendous selection)
Tinted Lenses
SunGlasses
Photo Grey
Lenses

5tl Wyoming NE
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n PA~ENT'S SIGNA1URE~~£QUI~ED ONlY IF STUDENT 15 UND~R 21 YE ... RS Ot AG£
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Dart Armijo, TWA Campus Representative

I
I
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You can have the convenience
of a TWA Getaway Card and

at the same , time be building
credit security for your future.

Just fill out this SPECIAL STUDENT APPLICATION and. mail
to-TWA. P.O. Box 4525
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

Please mail your appliealion before March 31, 1972. After that date contact DM Armijo, IWA Campus Repre$enlativo1 at 242·2901 (or applications.
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Master's Students

On Feb. 8, GSA will hold a
short councll meeting to
introduce legislation after which it
will adjourn to hear from the
candidates for GSA President and
Vice President.
All graduate students are
welcome at this meeting to be
held at 7:30p.m. in the Newman
Center.

SEA Meeting
The Students
for
Environmental Action will meet
Feb. 8 at 7:30 at the Ecology
Information Center, 1417 Central
Ave., N.E., to discuss new
activities for the second semester.
All interested persons are
invited.

Borgstrom
Borgstrom,

Po!Jejoy

~----------"~E!l;g,le?!~'!;~~!.'-~i~cb: ~~~~:.~~
program, '"l'he Inside Story," to
be broadcast Feb. 7-11 at 10:25
a.m. on KGGM-TV, Channel 13.

Graduate Students
Graduate students expecting to
receive advanced degrees in May,
197 2 must inform their
department and the Graduate
School by Feb. 21 of thair
intention to complete all degree
requirements during the spring
semester.
These and dissertations must be
submitted to the Graduate School
2¥.May 1,1972.

•
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Computing Science

A computing Science
Colloquium will be held at 3:30
p.m. in the Computing Center,
room 142 on Tuesday, Feb. 8.
Associate Professor of
Mathematics and Computing
Science, Edgar J, Gilbert, will
speak on "Semantic Models of
Computation Proving Asse1·tions
about Programs."

Civil Engineers

The Vienna Choir Boys, which
date hom 1498, will be
p(lrform ing in Popejoy Hall,
Monday, Feb, 7 at 7:30p.m.
Ticket prices are scaled from $1
to $3.50 with UNM students
allowed to purchase tickets at half
price,

Civil Engineers interested in
helping with the Engineering open
house are urged to attend a
meeting Feb, 8, in the C.E.
Material lab at 1:30 p.m.
Underclassmen are 1.1rged to
sign up in the C.E. office and the
seniors, with John Carney.

Books Needed
Books are needed for the

Sly Pleases; Crowd Boos Fine Jazz Group

II

Master's students must apply
for candidacy after departmental
foreign language requirement (if
any} and 12 hours of graduate
work have been completed.
After advancement to
candidacy, and at least two weeks
prior to master's examination
(Grad. Bull., p. 36), please notify
the Graduate School of the date
of this examination.

.,

Vienna Choir Boys

I

Education Tests

Screening tests for entrance
into the College of Education will

.
.·

-A'ID'->a~~hahekl.t"='h"'is.__.,.~.~-·e
~~~~;.J~~at~:~",8'~-:;---~--~----·---- ·~
year by Friends of the
Alb
p bl' L'b
· h
uquerque u IC 1 rary m t e
Civic Auditorium on March 8-9.
Books may be dropped by any
fire station between Feb. 7 and
Feb. 20. Money raised by the
book sale is used by the Friends in
their efforts to improve facilities
and services of the Albuquerque
Public Library.

Save the Valley
A film of the North Valley
areas to be affected by proposed
freeway construction will be
shown Feb. 8 at Valley High
School when members of the Save
the Valley Council and North
Valley Neighborhoods Assn. meet.
Numerous speakers are also on
the agenda. The meeting, open to
the public, will begin at 7:30p.m.

What Is SPSS?
The Statistical Package for the
Social Sciences (SPSS) is a high
level programming language which
has been designed to enable social
scientists to perform statistical
analyses of data on a eomputer.
Bob Anderson of the Division
of Government Research will
present an introduction to SPSS
on Feb. 9, at 3:30 p.m. in room
102 of the .B&AS Building.

Play Tryouts

Open tryouts for "Ilans Driukm:
and the Silver Skates" will be hald
Feb. 7 and 8 from 3:30-6 p.m. in
room 2100 in the Fine Arts
Center.

Model Abortion
Program
Immediate Help With No Delays

WICKERSHAl\1
WOMEN'S

MEDICAL
CENTER
133 East 58th Street, New York

A COMMUNITY ADORTfON
SERVICE AI'Fll.IATED WITH
A MAJOR
METROPOLITAN HOSPl'l'AL

Unsurpassed safely record of
in-patient and out-patient aborllons by Board-certified gyne·
cologisls and anesthesiologists,
Low costs of abortion procedUres:
Pregnancy
up to 10 wks., D & C, $150
up to 13 wks., D & C, $250
14·24 weeks, Salitw or

Mechanical Induction, $400
Free snrvices available to abortion patients include psychia.
trlc tounscling, family planning
nnd birth control. No referral
needed. No referral fee or contribution solicited ever. Private.
Conlidcntinl.
Fot frM information,
counseling nnd
hnmedlntc appointments,
DIRECT SERVICE. LINE
TO MEDlCAL CENTER

(212} PLaza 5-6805
Call 8 AM to 8 PM

Mondays through Saturdays
Page .1
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CAMPUS BRIEF§
GSA Meets

Lobo Review

'
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Feb. 12 at 12:30 p.m. Both tests
WI.'II he conducted in the Ki.va.
For additional information
contact the dean's office, College
of Education.

Kiva Club
The Kiva Club invites all
intetested persons to their
meeting, Monday, Feb. 7 at 7
p.m. at the Native American
Studies Center, 1812 Las Lomas,
N.E. The election of officers is on
the agenda.

I

Drug Education
A series of community drug
education programs presented by
the Drug Abuse Education and
Coordination Center will be
conducted Feb. 7-28, For more
infol:'Illation contact Tali Roebuck
or Katy Navarrete at 243-1319.

Student Loans
Student loans will be disbursed
Feb. 7, starting with
authorizations at 8:30 a.m. in
room 119 of the Student Aids
Building. Bring I.D. card and one
additional piece of identification
to prove residence,

Fencer John Stark

Fencing Association Offers
Instruction toN ewcomers
Those who have admired the
skill and grac::e of the sport of
fencing will be given a chance to
try their hand at this timeless
sport. The UNM Fencing
Association is admitting new
members and will offer
instruction to beginners .

GRADE Studies System;
Ponders Pass/Fail Option
Grading Revision Aiding the
Development of Education
(GRADE), a nllwly- chartered
organization, i.s ~\lrtently
attempting to study the grading
system at UNM and other
universities around the nation.
After the study is completed,
GRADE plans to send
questionnaires to students at
UNM to determine their stance on
the grading issue.
The main consideration of
GRADE is the possible
implementation of a credit J
non•credit or Pass I fa!l system,
said Pat Torne, co-chairman of the
organization.
GRADE has requested $193
from GSA to fund the student
survey; Torne said the group will
probably ask ASUNM for

Photo by Dave Dr'lnds

monetary aid also.
Both graduate and
undergraduate students will be
surveyed, she said. The survey will
not only present alternatives but
wm ask if students prefer the
current grading system.
If students wish a change, the
committee will probably "do
some petitioning to the Faculty
l;>olicy Committee" shl' said..
GRADE was begun "by a group
of students who had decided they
would .like to investigate the
current grading system. Several of
them were unhappy about the
pressu.re on getting grades at the
University," Torne said.
Torne emphasized volunteers
are welcome and may contact her
at 299·5057.

Every Pizza
Under
the Sun!

The fencing Association, which
sent three of its members to the
finals of the St. John's College
Open Tournament in Santa Fe last
November, "will welcome anyone
who is interested," said Jon R.
Stark, president.
Present members will loan
equipment to beginners and no
special clothing is needed. For
those who maintain their interest
in the sport and wish to purchase
their own equipment later, the
cost for a mask and foil is less
than $20. No entrance fee will be
charged to join the Association.
When asked if any special
talents are needed to participate
in the sport, Stark replied there
were none. "All we require is
interest," but then he quickly
added, "It helps if you're a little
coordinated!"
Further details can be obtained
by contacting Stark at 265-4038.

Small pizza and drink
Free
Delivery
Fri.-Sat. II am-3am
Sun.-Thurs. Spm-1 am

I06 Cornell SE
Open' daily II am-3am
268-2300

Georg Borgstrom, Popejoy
Visiting Professor, has announced
he will keep tha following office
hours in his room in Mesa Vista
3044; Tuesday through Thursday,
10:30 ·11:30 a.m.

New Mexico
DAILY LOBO
Vol. 75
No. 83
Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M 87106
Editorial Phone ( 505) 2774102, 277-4202;
Advertising 277-4002
The Daily New Mexico Lobo is
published Monday through FridaY
every regular week of the University year by the Board of Student
Publications of the University of
New Mexico, and Is not financially
associated with UNM. Second class
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though
som'ewhat
"conservatively" by his standards:
black pants with knee - length
white boots, and a black leather
floppy - sleeved shirt- coat with
gold, silver, and red stars, trimmed
along all the seams with silver
studs. (Left his good clothes at
home, 1 guess.) The songs played
wete all-star too: eight out of the
10 numbars are on their "Greatest
Hits" album, and one of the other
two was "Family Affair," a new
hit single (the first they've had
since before the "Greatest Hits"
album.
Sly rapped to the audience,
especially during the last two
numbers, and drew the expected
quota of cheers, applause, and
"Right on!" He left the stag(! after
the encore with no fanfare or big
finish- as "Family Affair"

wound down, he just got up from
his organ and walked off stage as
the rest o~ the group played out
the last few notes. And, of course,
the 20-minute version of "I Want
To Take You Higher" was thcxc at
the end, part of it before the
encore and continued during it. (I
wonder how many thousand times
they've done that song- I've
never heard or read of a Sly
concert without it) It was a pretty
lackluster go at the old Sly
standard, though; everyone was
on their feet by this time and
most people were yelling "higher"
along with Sly, but I've heard it
when everyone roared the chant.
Sylvester Stone and his family
can do much better- they're
capable of setting any number of
thousands of people dancing; but
I can't find any fault with their

performance here Saturday, It was
just what we've come to expect
from them, just what all those
people came to see. I doubt that
anyone was very disappointed.
R.urleCrowd
But the real news of the
evening involved Shades Of Joy,
the San Francisco jazz group who
preceded Sly: the revelation that
this unknown (here, anyway)
band was so incredibly good< and
the juvenile, rude way the crowd
let them know they were there to
see Sly and didn't want to put up
with anyone else, least of all this
ungroovy group who didn't know
how .to rock. Not everyone in the
audience was booing or yelling
"Get off!" or "We want Sly!"but a large enough portion that I
feel obligated to apologize for
Albuquerque on behalf of those

of us who do know good music
when we hear it or at least have
the matutity to wait patiently for
the man we came to see (who
wasn't even on the premises yet,
dor..'t fort;l't),
Charles Andrews
f 4 f
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favorite d1·inks)
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Nix Mixes Soul, Country

Budget Requests
1972-73 budget ·requests from
ASUNM - funded organizations
are due Tuesday, Feb. 29 at 5
p.m. in the ASUNM office, Union,
room 242.
Budget request forms for
organizations funded for the
present year are being sent
through the maiL However, any
chartered organization seeking
funding .in the. cmning year_may ...
pick up application forms at the
ASUNM office.

Visiting Prof

LOBO
SPECIAL

The term "star" may seem
anachronistic to rock music and
the counter - culture (in principle,
anyway), but if there is someone
whom that label rests comfortably
on it's Sly Stone. He may sing
"Everybody Is A Star," but he
and the 12-14,000 people who
nearly filled University Arena
Saturday night knew quite well
who the real Star was.
Sly brought his whole bag of
tricks to Albuquerque, with the
exception of a huge floppy knit
hat (I've never seen him without
' one before, even on TV and his
infamous "no appearance" trick
(but he did manage to worry the
promoters by not making it to the
Arena until after 10:30, as the
preceding group was finishing its
last number).
He was dressed like a star,

"IN GOD WE TRUST"
Don Nix
(Shelter/SHE·8902

Gospel
Don Nix's latest album is his
first for Leon Russell's Shelter
label and the Russell influence is
very present throughout the
thumping gospel piano, the
background vocals sounding like a
Baptist church choir and the clean
guitar in counter to the
keyboards.
The songs are basically
religious, a mix of traditional
things like "Will The Circle BeUnbroken?" and the Nix-Bobby
Whitlock composition "He Never
Lived A Day Without Jesus." The
production is very much in the
vein of a loose laid-back jam. The
sound mix is excellent, perhaps
because some of that Muscle
Shoals soul is in the grooves.

In small towns and villages
Outstanding numbers include
throughout places like Oklahoma, the above- mentioned, the title
Alabama and rural Pennsylvania, song, and "Amos Burke'' (which
American tradition is slow to sounds like good material for a
change into a- sllc'Ii:' a:ntt pi~(c· single);-- imitation of life.
The addition of Furry :L;;wi~ ···
The tradition finds expression adds that little bit of authenticity
in the architecture of the village which almost tips the album over
with its village green, town hall, the line of indulgence. But Nix
storefront church, and highway comes out faithful to his roots in
posters advertising "Jesus Is the end. The album is fresh and
Coming" and "Impeach The uplifting after too much plastic
Supreme Court." It finds music.
expression in a life style which is
Aaron Howard
slow, complacent, close to the r.r;;;;;;;;;;~=;.;;~;;::~~;;;;;;;,
family and village socio-group 11
ethic of tradition. It finds
expression in county fairs, church
suppers, auctions, community
service projects, high school
football and gathering in the local
bar in the evenings,
There is a strong taste of this
Repair 1\: :'.laintcnancc
tradition in the music of people
on all foreign cars
such as Leon Russell, Delaney and
Bonnie, Jim Stewart and Don Nix.
Perhaps it is because these people
grew up in the middle of this kind
of tradition:
333- Wvominl!' Blvd. :.; f:
"He never lived a day without
265-5901
Free Estimates
Jesus... "

'Joreign
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Car Spedalists

It's as close as we're
ever gonna get
Music was all we had left of Janis Joplin. But now there's
;;omething more. Her friend, David Dalton, has written a
dynamite book about her life. With photographs of Janis
-backstage, onstage, flying high, and doubled aver in
pam,~-With.a.r.Ucles_b.y ~he people who k~~w her best. And
sheet music of her greatest songs.
Tucked inside this book is something very special. A
recording nobody ever heard before. Of Janis singing and
rapping wtth her friends.
When you read Janis, you'll know why you'll ne>~er forget her.

Written and edited by David Dalton
$4.95 paperback, now at your bookstore
"A wild cascade of

frankness, vulgarlty
and honest self anafy.
sis .•. excruciating in
its pain and reality."

Simon and
Schuster
..·

-Publishers'
Weekly
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NM 1-1 on Utah Roads
Lobo Little Does it Again
By ROGER J. RUVOLO
The last two times UNM senior
Harold Little, has stepped out
onto a ·bask()tball floor, he has
established a career personal
scoring high. The most recent was
26 against Utah Saturday
afternoon when Little Led the
Lobos to an 80·69 win over Utah
in Salt Lake City.
Little's performance helped the
Lobos to their first win in Salt
Lake City since the WAC was
begun.
Ever since Little joined head
coach Bob King's starting ranks
after the Lobos' 69-62 loss to
Wyoming in early January, the
Lobos have played consistently
strong basketball. Turnovers. have
been kept lower than in the earlier
part of the season,
Their win against Utah gave the
Lobos a 4·3 WAC record, and a
12-7 slate overall. Save the 70·62
loss to Brigham Young l<tst
---------,;Thu_r_s_d!!Y__.!!ight. th!L Little-Jed
Lobos have won every game since
the loss in Laramie.
Little Rebounds 14
Besides scoring 26 points, Little
came down with 14 rebounds, and
h<td four assists. Mike Faulkner
added 20 points, the only other
Lobo in double scoring figures.
Utah led by as much as six:
during the first half beforf' taking
a :H-30 lead at intermission. Two
technicals were called <tgainst New
Mexico prior to halftime, one on
pointmcn Tommy Roberts for

stalling, and another on King fDl'
protesting the first calL
In the second half the Lobos
came alive, particularly Faulkner,
who scored 18 of his 20 the
second h11lf. Early in the ~econd
half Utah coach Bill Foster
benched 6·10 Mark Soderberg to
try and get some rebounding out
of his reserves. The Wolfpack
ouh·ebounded the Redskins
53-44.
'l'wo Foul Out
New Mexico committed six less
fouls than Utah (26·20), but one
player from each team fouled out.
For New Mexico it was Darryl
Minniefield, the subject of' some
Utah pregame strategy, and
sharpshooter John Dearman for
Utah.
After the game Foster said part
of the Ute pregame strategy was
to get Minniefield into foul
trouble, but despite the strategy
Minniefield was able to score four
poi_nts~n9.......i~ping with his
rebounding leadership, claimed
eight rebounds in but 16 minutes
of action.
Minniefield's substitutions had
respectable performances, with
Mike Stewart getting seven points
and five rebounds, and Mar Saiers
nabbing four boards and scoring
eight points.
Defense tur.ned the tide for the
Lobos in the socond half, as after
Utah shot a blistering 63.6 per
cent from the field in the first
half, they were able to hit only

When you know
it's for keeps
You can choose Keepsake
with complete confidence,
because the famous
•
. _ . _ ~eepsake_Quarapte~ gives
written proof of a perfect
engagement diamond
of precise cut
and superb color.
There is no finer
diamond ring.
~psake~)
REGISTERED [)JAMOND RINGS

~

28.6 per cent in the second.
Shooting Still Cold
New Mexico, plagued the last
couple of weeks with shooting
trouble, ended the game with a
38.8 per cent performance from
the field, and missed 14 free
throw attempts (28-42).
After the Lobos went ahe<td for
good with 13 minutes left in the
game, 43·41, Utah was plagued
both by fouls and turnovers. Utah
committed 23 turnovers to 20 for
UNM.
The Lobos had not beaten Utah
in Salt Lake City since the WAC
was begun nine years ago, but the
frustration ended Saturday
afternoon before a WAC television
audience.
With this mllestone having been
established, the Lobos now face
an even bigger one, They have
never beaten Colorado State since
the two teams started playing in
Photo bY Ch~ck Fell
the same conference. either at
Wh
IIni.\le!'Sit" A~P"-"-"~;-·..;iw">--!!F:.go~rtt------- - - - - - - ------jf---=~=en UNM pointman Tommy
Collins, the Ra~~,"' ho~e t~~: --ttoberts ·(f:lhown here against New
Mexico State) was called for a
The Lobos get their golden
technical against Utah Saturday,
opportunity this Saturday when
Technical
the Lobos were behind. After the
the Lobos play host to the Rams
technicals, however, the Lobos'
at the arena, hoping to avert
str
d f
k
their 93·65 humiliation at the
ong e ense spar ed an 80·69
hands of the Colorado team J"ust
win, the first at Salt Lake. City
since the WAC began.
before t}leir loss to Wyoming last
month.

Wrestlers Defeat
Redskins, Cougars
In Conference Play

Team's Inexpe1 ience
Troubling to Leigh

The UNM wrestling team
defeated BYU and Utah over the
weekend, after going into the final
three matches of each contest
trailing the Utah teams.
On Friday night UNM upset
preseason WAC favorite BYU by a
26-17 score in Provo and thynext
night they traveled to Salt Lake
City and took a come· from·
behind 21·18 win over Utah. It
was the upper weight division,
Dave Goodier (177 pounds),
Bruce Davis (190 pounds) and
Milton Seals (heavyweight), which
<~Ssured the Lobos victo):'y on both
nights.
Trailing BYU 11-17 after the
first seven matches, UNM cut the
deficit to three points ns Goodier
won a 14·2 decision. Davis pinned
his man 16 seconds into the final
period to give the Lobos a 20·17
lead, and then Seals sealed the
Cougars' fate by registering a
second period pin.
The victory over the Utah
matmen was even more dramatic.
UNM could manage wins in only
two of th!' first six matches . and
trailed the Redskins 6·18 with
only three matches to go. Once
again the upper division came to
the rescue. Pins by Goodier and
Davis tied the score, and the
pressure fell on Seals in the final
match against Utah's Mike Baily.
Seals was more than equal to
the task and decisioned his
opponent 7-4. Baily picked up
two points on a reversal and one
each for riding time and an
escape. Seals had a take • down,
..reversal,.and near pin for h~s s_even
points.
With the two victories over the
week • end, UNM extended its
wAC record to 5·0 and its overall
record to 12-2·1. Arizona
University is the only team left on
the Lobos WAC schedule. UNM
will host Arizona and Drake
University in Johnson Gymnasium
this Thursday.

By GREG LALIRE
UNM baseball co<tch Bob Leigh
begins his saventh year at UNM
with a "young and eager" club,
but one which lacks experience,
not to mention the top four
hi~ters of last year.
The Lobos, l\t least some of
them, are coming off a rather
disappointing 1971 season. They
finsihed last in the Southern
Division of the WAC, and the
overall record of 29·26, although
respectable, was the worst for a
UNM team since Leigh took over
M coach in 1966. Leigh's record
in his six years at UNM is an
outstanding 172 wins and 110
losses.
Only eight lettermen are
returning this year: Ron Adair,
first base; Billy Smith, shortstop;
pitchers Bill Irwin and Joe Waid
(who also plays the outfield);
catchers Gary Stewut and Jim
Surber; Tom McBee, outfield; and
Henry Garcia who can play both
the infield and outfield.
Graduation Hurts
Graduation took many of the
team's top players. "We lost our
entire outfield outside of McBee,"
said the coach. "We lost our four
leading hitters; Bob Faford who
had nine hitting records and
battered .430 with 62 RBI's; Rick
Wicks, who hit .396 for us; Larry
Minarsich, who hit .375; and Ken
Johnson, the captain of the team
who hit .380. Jim Kremmel, the
Lobos' top pitcher, also has
gradu<tted.
With all that talen't missing carl
the Lobos ·find thiHr way out of
the Southern Division cellar? The
coach sized up this year's club,
"We have a lot of inexperience
but a fine hustling ball club which
is young and eager. You have to
lose some punch at the plate when
you lose the players we did. But
we'll do alright if we stay healthy.
We can't have six players hurt like

we did last year." Leigh then
added, "Our junior transfers
should help us and we have the
best kids from the state high
schools.''
Two JC's Drafted
The junior college transfers
include two pitchers- Rich
Kock, who transferred from
Centerville in Iowa, and Jim
Bullins, a southpaw from Danville
JC in Illinois. The two other
transfers are second baseman
Perry Danforth (Centerville) and
Dennis Mernick {Belleville).
.Danforth· and Mernick were
drafted one and two by the
Chicago Cubs in the draft last
·January. 12 freshmen will be on
this year's squad including eight
from Albuquerque.
Heading the list of New
Mexican frosh are Jack Spence
and Malcolm Ramsey of
Alamogordo (last year's state
AAAA champs) and Mike
Laurent, a pitcher from Valley
High in Albuquerque, who was
picked by the St. Louis Cardinals
in last June's draft.. Dan
Fitzgerald, a sophomore kicker on
UNM's football team, is a leading
candidate for an outfield spot
according to coach Leigh.
Most of these players were with
the squad during five weeks of fall
baseball practice. UNM played
eight practice games during that
time and concluded the fall
session by winning its own round
robin tournament.
After a brief rest practices
began again. "The local team
. tnemhe•s bega:n practicing Jan: 10
and the others on Jan. 16."
Opening day for the baseball
team is less than a month away,
but Leigh is a long way from
decided on his starting lineup.
Besides Adair at first and Smith at
shortstop, the other positions are
pretty much up for grabs,
including the vital pitching spots.
"Up to the middle of March we
play every day and twice on
Saturday so I go with six starting
pitchers," said the coach. "Once
the conference games begin I'll go
with three starters, but the key to
a good staff is the relief pitching.
.....

---,
WEDDING

S.nd new 20 pg. booklet, "Planning Your Engogement and Wedding" plus
full c:olor folder and H pg, Bride's Book gilt offer oil lor only 25\'.
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lOc BEER
Every Tue, 5-0 PM

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite
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Photos by Rosalie Ferguson

IJNM Lobo gymnast Mark Hopkins (left;), a naUve of Lovington,
N.M., is shown going over the long horse in competition against Utah
Saturday night at Johnson gymnasium.
Hopkins won the event with a score of 9,15, and also won the side
horse with a tally of 8.75. His 8.70 in the high bar competition, l<~St
event of the night, was good for third.
Leading the way for the Lobos was sophomore sensation Jim Ivicek
(right), a l?ative of Beaver Falls, Pa., who won three. events in tpe

Pointgetters
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Japanese Outclas.s Americans

Whether or not UNM gymnast
Jim Ivicek won his events, he
must certainly have been amazed
at the performances turned in at a
Southern Illinois, the Lobos have U.S. Japanese gymnastics meet
brought their dual mark to 2·2, two weeks ago at San Fernando
Valley State.
and have won one tourney.
Ivicek's American squad lost
Next for the Lobos will be Fort
Collins, Colo., when the Color<tdo the meet by 15 points. Most of
State Rams host the Lobos in a the competitors were graduates of
college. Ivicek was the youngest
dual meet on Feb. 11.
The Lobos :will return to performer at the meet, and he,
Albuquerque after that meet, and along with John Crosby, were the
on Feb. 18 will be in their second only competitors still in college.
home meet of the season, this one
Perhaps the high point of the
a replay against the Rams. The match was in the high bar
final home meet of the season will competition, where the top three
be a week later when the Lobos places, captured by Japanese,
host Brigham Young.
featured scores of 10.00 (a perfect
score according to judges), 9.95
All•around- 1. Jim lvicek, UNM,
53.45; 2. Roger Haldeman, Utah,
and 9.90.
49.90.
.
Ivicek turned in a 9.3
Free exercise- 1. Dana Shelley,
UNM, 9.30; 2. Jim Ivicck, UNM, 9.10;
performance in both the high bar
3. Bill Fox, Utah, 8.65.
and parallel bars, an 8.8 in
Side horse- 1. Mark Hopkins.
vaulting (despite having fallen
UNM, 9,75t 2. Guy Saghett!, Utah,
during the routine), and a 9.2 in
8.59; a. Fred Cardenas, UNM, 8.40.
Still rings - 1. Jim lvicek, UNM,
the still rings event. His 7.4 on the

Soph lvicek Wins Three
Three wins by UNM's
outstanding all-around gymnast
Jim lvicek helped the Lobos
sweep all six events in. a 159.70 •
144.60 win over Utah at Johnson
gym Saturday night.
Lobo head coach Rusty
Mitchell, who was recently named
an assistant coach to the United
States Olympic gymnastics team,
watched Ivicek dazzle the
Johnson gym crowd of nearly
2000 with dismounts in the long
horse and high bar.
Ivicek won the still rings with a
score of 9.15, the parallel bars
with a 9.30, and in the final
routine of the match scored a
9.45 in the high bar,
With seconds in free exercise
(9.10) and the long horse (9.05),
lvicek outscored Utah's all-around
performer Roger Haldeman by
53.45 • 49.90.
Lobo Mark Hopkins captured
first place in two events, the side
horse (8.75) and long horse
(9.15), to aid the Lobo cause.
Senior co·c<tptain Dana Shelley,
recovered from knee surgery

Pokorski Leads
Freshmen Wins

I

Lobos' 159.70 · 144.60 win over the Ute~;, lvicek won t}le still rings
with a score of 9.15, the parallel bars with a score of 9.30, and, in a
dazzling dismount f:rom the, high bar; won that event with a 9.45,. Ivicek
also placed second in tWo other events, the free exercise (9.10) and the
long horse (9.05). He won the all•around competition with a 53.45. The
Lobos visit Colorado State University next weekend in more WAC
competition.

\3ymnasts Beat Redskins
earlier in the year, extended his
unbeaten free exercise string to
three with a score of 9,30.
Mitchell, pleas!'d \"lith his
te<tm 's convincing win, said
injuries have hurt the Lobos'
depth. "I only used 10 men
tonight," said Mitchell. "That's
about all we've got." He adrll'd
that as the injuries heal the Lobos
will be stronger toward the end of
the seMon.
Southern Connecticut's head
gymnMtics coach Abie Grosfeld,
who was named head coach of the
Olympic team, appointed Mitchell
his · assistant and pr(>bably will
name one other coach to an
<~Ssistant post.
Despite the depth problem due
to injuries, the .new Olympic
Msistant saw his depleted forces
place at least twice among the top
three in every event. In addition,
the Lobos swept one event, the
long horse, with Hopkins winning,
Ivicek placing second, and
freshman standout Eric Nesbitt
third.
After losing their first two
meets of the season, the first to
Indi<tna State and the second to

9.15; 2. Bob Chavez, UNM, 9.10; a.
Mike Judd, Utah, 8.90.
Long horse- 1. Mark Hopkins,
UNM, 9.15; 2, Jim Ivicek, UNM, 9.05;
a. Eric Nesbitt, UNM, 8.90.
Parallel Ban- 1. Jim Ivicek, UNM,
9.30; 2. Roger Haldeman, Utah, 9.00:
a. Jim Htuban, UNM, 8,90.
Uiclt bar- 1. Jim lvicek, UNM,
9.45; 2. Roger Haldeman, Utah, 9.00;
3. Mark Hopkins, UNM, 8,70,

Tracl(men Outscore ~YU;
Steffes, Henderson Shine

Richard Pokorski scored a total
of 68 points in the two games the
UNM Freshmen split over the
The Lobo3 took 10 of 14
\vileketid on the road, beating
events
to sweep past Brigham
Lamar Junior College 98-71 Young 70-52
Coliseum
Friday night and loosing a 90-82 Saturday nightatinTingley
their
final
home
decision to Trinidad Junior
indoor
track
meet
of
the
season.
College Saturday night.
team, which now
In the Friday night game h!lsThea indoor
perfect 3·0 slate, used
against Lamar, Pokorski and Bob superlative performances by
Tappert outscored their Chuck Steffes, Ingemar Nyman
opponents by themselves as the and Walter Henderson to pace the
duo teamed-up for 72 points as victory over BYU, the defending
Pokorski scored 38 points and WAC outdoor champions.
Tappert added 34. They both
Nyman became the second
chipped in with 18 rebounds player. in Lobo . history to jump
apiec!l. Pat King aided th'i' winning seven feet. His leap of 7-0V.. WM
cause with 13 assists and six his indoor career high. Teammate
points.
Fernando Abugutt<IS, another
The Wolfpups were out-scored seven · foot jumper placed second
50-42 in the first half by Trinidad at 6'9'12".
and were never able to make up
Walter Henderson, who has
the difference despite a 30 point been plagued by a strained thigh
out-put by Pokorski in Saturday muscle this year, won the 60-yard
nights game.
dash with a time of :06.1.
· King and Tappert scored 18
The sole double winner of the
and 17 points respectively and
Randy Talbot chipped in with 10.
The Wolfpups are now 7·4 on
the season and hope to improve
their record as they play the next
two games at home with the
House of Carpets Feb. 10, and Air
Force Academy Feb. 12,
preceeding the V<trsity games.

.

meet was jumpc~ Chuck·Steffes.
Steffes gave a repeat performance
of last weekend's sweep of UTEP
and Arizona, winning both the
long jump (24·1 '12) and triple
jump (49-7%) handily.
Coach Hugh Hackett's den of
middle distance runners also had a
good night, with Jesse Johnson
taking the 440 (:49.3), Ried Cole
the 880 (1:54.9) and Dave
Roberts the 1000•yard run
(2:11.7). The Lobos also won the
mile r~>lay, v.rith the team of
James, Henry, Johnson and
Ohman breaking the tape at
3:17.6.
UNM's next major indoor
competition will be the WAC
Indoor Championships at Salt
Lake City. At this pomt in the
season their chances of winning
the indoor crown appear quite
good.

SUMMER
JOBS
.
Guys & Gals needed for summer employment

BOOKS
BOOKS, BOOKS
· • LITTL~ PROf~SSOR
SOOK CeNTER
FAIR PLAZA
LOMAS & SAN PEDRO N.E.
Open Mon.-f'rl. I Oam-9 pm

Central at Urtiver<ily
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(please turn to page 8)
Ring! ftom $100 to $10,000
Trndc Mark llcg, A. H, Pond Co.

~1t::':"!~~;-::~

~

Sat, 1() am-5 pm

at numerous locations throughout the nation
including National Parks, Resort Areas, and
Private Camps. For free information send self
addressed, STAMP ED envelope to Oppor·
tunity Research, Dept. SJO, Century Building, Polson, MT 59860.
APPLICANTS MUST APPLY EARLY.

side horse hurt Ivicek as far as
scoring is concerned.
Ivicek's efforts in the high bar
and parallel bars earned him a
fifth place in each event out of 12
competitors,
The third place finisher in the
high bar (first name not available)
Sukaharua, earned a 57.7 in the
all-around, which is a top
performance in any meet.
Ivicek's all-around score of
53.75 was good enough for a tbird
place among tho American
competitors. Ivicek is a
sophomore at UNM this year, and
is generally considered the
sparkplug for head coach Rusty
Mitchell's gymnastics team.
LONDON (UPI)-More love
could streamline some of Britain's
fat children, the medical magazine
"The Practitioner" said today.
"To some (parents), it is easier
to give their children pocket
money to spend on sweets than to
give them love," it said.

SPECIALIZING 1N IMPORTED
CAR PAINT AND BODY WORK

THE SPORTS CAR SHOPPE
. 6318 ACOMA SE

266-0700·
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DON'T FIGHT IT...
COMPLETE
DARKROOM

SUPPLIES AT

THRIFTY VALUES!
FURR'S ~~BIG VALUE"
FAMILY CI~NTEll

CEN111UIJ &SAN t•EDllO S.K

Sun. lpm-6 pm
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Team's Inexperience

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word miniWHERE: Journalism Building, Room
mum ( $1,40) per ttme run. If ad is to
206, nfternoons preferably. or mnll.
Clns.~iiied Advertising
run five or more consecutive dnys with
no changes the rnte is rcdu~:ed to 5c
per word and the minimum number of
UNM P.O. Box 20
words to 10,
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
TERMS: Payment must be mno~ in full prior to insertion ·of advertisement

PERSONALS

1)

5l

ASTROLOGY-Instruction beginning Feb.
u, to enroll, call Michaelnt 266-0~02. The
Libracorn Acndemy of Astrology, 219
scui3ADNERsTcau 299-0010 ~~.
MARRIED AND SINGLE STUDENTS.
Hospitalizntion insurnnce, Pays up to
$460 for mnternity. For info telephone
242-1217. 2/8
AGOUA-is going back on regular schedule
for
second
semester,
24 hours, no I.D.. no
moneu
' necesaar".
' NW corner Mesa Vista
Hnll. 277·8013 tfn
EXPERIENCE A HIGH IN LEATHER:

~~ri~~~~~:~lrpst~i~'at~1iJ~·L~n:'ti~~'ii~

BACK TURTLE, 2933 Monte Vista NE
(behind Triangle Bnr) Tfn

FOR SALE

6)

CROSS COUNTRY SKIS. Donna 210,
Good Bargain, $80.00. 266· 445 7. 219
SKI.BOOTS-size 9. Lik;;.. n;~;$85.00, Call
242•6564 • 2110
'68co~:Ct b1s~~u:t';{~~o~~iJ.7~iV 86 or
NEW Inr,i'ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER ~
$125.00. Cnll John Russell nt 243·5201
21:..:7:...---nfter 6 PM. Mon-Thurs~
• .::.
-STEREO-Modern console, AM-FM $raoio,
phonograph, excellent cond1tlon, 76 •00
266-3493, 2/7
•67 MGB Rondster, 35,000 miles, must se11
immediately, ~1.200. 299-0464. 2/7
"Lovely yellow gold ring set, aPpraised,
Call 765 "2483 between 3 and 5"· 217
DON'T
IT-MAKE
on
down toBUY
The Craft
Shop InIT,
the Come
bllSement

c._.;___

(Continued from page 6)

EMPLOYMENT

FULL TIME ~ PART TIME, Telephone
if!~~~::sJE, R~~rii~4i necessary, 1026

2

?) MISCELLANEOUS
VEGETARIAN SANDWICHE8-Dellcious
avacndo and cheese sandwiches with lettuce, tomntoe and alfalfa sprouts on
whent bread. 11 AM. ·2 PM. on the mnll.
217

Bad Tt'lttes
OKLAHOMA CITY, Okla.
(UPI)- City police said they
rescued an embarrassed woman
from a pay phone booth. The
woman told officers she parked
near the booth and did not set the
brake on her car. The car rolled
against the booth J'amming the
door shut. "She's lucky she had
another dime," said Sgt. Bob
Rusck. Temperatures were below
freezing at the time.

But we have 25 or 30 games
before conference play to
determine just who these people
are going to be."
ASU Favorite
Those 25 or 30 games should
also give UNM baseball fans a
better idea of just how good the
team will do in the WAC. Arizona
State is the favorite in the
Southern Division, which also
. l d
1nc
u es UNM , Texas·El p aso an d
Arizona. The Southern Division
winner takes on the WAC
North ern D'lVlSlOn
' '
·
wmner
a t th e
end of the regular season.
Colorado State, Utah, Wyoming,
and Brigham Young are in that
Northern Division with BYU, the
defending WAC champion, the
favorite.
WAC Caliber Good
"The caliber of play at UNM
and in the WAC is very good,"
said the coach. "We are better
than conferences like the Big Ten.
I'm not knocking the Big Ten or

patting myself on the back, It's
just that we have good weather
and play many more games."
Leigh also commented on
Arizona State which has turned
out ball players such as Reggie
Jackson and Rick Monday, and
which annually is a powerhouse,
not only in the WAC but in the
nation as well. "Arizona used to
be very strong, now it's Arizona
.State," said Leigh,
The Lobos head south to Las
Cruces for the f!'rst games of the
season on Feb, 25 and 26 against
New Mexico State, The first home
' Marc h 3 an d th e f'IrS t
game lS
WAC game on April 7.
Most of the non-conference
games at home are played at Lobo
field with 3 p.m. starting times.
Once the conference play begins,
UNM's home games Wl'11 b e P1aye d
at the Albuquerque Sports
Stadium. Six home night games
are scheduled,
Attendance at the games in
Albuquerque has not been the
best in the past.

ll) LOST & F~OUND
..,
LOST-PLAIN MANILA ENVELOPEof the Student=-:.U.::.ni;;:.on...:.._5..;./_5_ _---::-7-page Mnnuscript on MacBeth. Reward
NEW SHIPl\IENT-used Suede and Lencontact Library, Lost and and Found.
$ 1 00 $15 oo Wh'l
1
2/10
ther last.
Jacket&
• •
• 401B
•
they
The from
Bend Shaman,
Sane
FOUND: Gray and white female kitten
Fe!ipeNW.. OidTown-842·9588.2/7
with collar. Call Charlie 277-534 5 • 2 /9
USED SUEDE AND LEATHER JACKLOST DOG. Small blnck femnle tail·less
ETS, $1.00 to $16.00. THE BEAD
Schipperke.
Needs Call
medication.
Answers
to Chris,
277-3046.Re;~w~n:rd~~·--iiS~H~A~M~A~N~·i_2~/~7~i~ij;%-;=!;;.~H;;;':;i~~-;-~==~~~~~:;.-------_:===========:;=:::~~========::======
2tl
LOST NEAR SUB - EARRING. Road·
runner in curved triangle,
call 877·3063,
"'"""""'""'--.,.
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich.
$2495,00.
LOST-2 PAIR OF GLASSES, 1 gold
(UPI)The Rev. Lyman Parks,
rima, 1 tortoise shell. If founo, • please
Grand
Rapids'
Mayor, complained
call 255·9363. I NEED THEM,
'G2 VOLVO 1229, excellent condition. Re--·---~-- · · --~-to police that someone stole his
built engine. 255-4242 after 1.1 PM. 2/7
REWARD, LOST. BLACK AND WHITE
MALE CAT with black dot on nose, 242$125 cashmere coat. Worse yet,
VW '64 BUS. Rebuilt engine, trans, $95Q29062. 2/11
Offer, 277·6202, 898·7018. 2/'1
he said, it was taken from his
LOST ON CAMPUS. January 31 evening)
$80.00 HUMANIC Ski boot&, size n{: new
office in the First Community
Lndles black rlutch wallet-need licenses
for $40,~0. 268_-7449 a~~r 5 Pl\t, ~
nnd papers. Please call 296·4069, Reward
A.M.E. Church while he was in
2/7
STEREO COMPONENT SYSTEM lnclud.
the
pulpit preaching against sin.
ing AM-FM multiplex tuner, w/75 wntts
3) SERVICES
of mu.~ic power. Full sized deluxe DSR
Autos
turntnble w/4 speaker eroos-over sYHtem.
WEDDING & PORTRAIT PHOTOG.
$RB.Ofl, ensh or terms.
UNITED
LONDON
(UPI)-Auto output
_1!.:\PHY. Andrea West, 21JlMlf<94. _2/2_9
!•'HEIGHT SALES, 3920 San Mateo NE,
in Britain in 1971 hit the third
EXPERT 'fV REPAIR! Free Estimate!
Open seven da)'ll a~w_e_ek_.- - - - Student Dlarount I Service call, $2.00.
highest total ever recorded and
MAKE YOUR OWN enrrings, necl,laces,
__1~8-~G_B_?· 2/10
rl•ol!ers, etc. Th!' Bend Shaman-no plas·
at its best level since 1968,
was
tic.
2/7
WATimDim Pumning- Anytime- Call
the
Department of Trade and
Brinn 21i6·218G.
l{cith !l43·4871.
-I,EVI UTTSH JF.AN'R nt StO. Nnw nvnllnhiP
Industry said. 'l'otal car output
i·A~:.I·UH'!',
1MMIGUA'fiON, IPENTI·
in m'l'en & tan nt Lobo Men's Shop,
l•'ICA'f!ON photo. l~a'lt, in!'Xr>enslve,
2120 Central SE.
was 1,741,939 in the year, a jump
pkn~inr:. Ncar UNM. Call 2Gu·2444 or
of six per cent over the previous
GOI,DEN m;TRIEVIm PUPPY. A dor:
rome to 1717 Girard Jllvtl, Ng, 1/2H
for tho3e who enjoy the outdoors. AKC
year's figure.
LI·iARN '1'0--FLY~ du-;ti;~t-;uetlon, sis
_reg_!:l!!:rcd,, ~I! ~shots. 268:660_~2·~--
lwurly oinr:le·rnr~i'lc, $40 hourly multi·
THE I.EATHERDACK TURTLE , •• your
<'m:ine. 2!1R-3Gll, cvrnin~a. weekend~.
SEATO Exercise
organic habcrdtmhcr han pnntll that fit
2'!J
-=where others lmvc off. Upotnirn at 2033
BANGKOK
(UPI)-The
IlAllYSITTING. Ag('J 2·G elementary
Monte Viutn NE. (Dclllnd the Triancle
tmrhinr.- rxpcrlenc(', good refercncc.1,
Southeast Asia Treaty
Dar). Tfn
2Gu·B27a. 211
Orga11ization (SEATO) will
WE HAVE BLUE JEAN DELLS, $8.00.
PEDAL & SPOKI·}io:;peed ver!ormance
Lobo Men'o Shop, 2120 Central SE.
conduct a six-nation maritime
ndjugtment npeclnl: Adiunt bral,eJ ami
true w._erb, lube rnbl('J, chninn and
'G4 .CHEVY. na is S7G-842-1327. 1010 La!l
exercise in the South China Sea,
gmra. Tighten all nut'l and boltn. Rw.·
_!:~mn!l NE.:_2('1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Feb. 15·27. SEATO said the
ular ndju9tment price 36.7G now only
NEW 1971 SINGER SEWING MA~
Sli.OO, Parts ndditio'lal charge, Compar·
exercise, dubbed, "Sea Hawk,"
CHINES equipped to do most an:v~
able snvlnuo O'l all nty!l!!l of bieyc:ll!!l.
will include ships and aircraft
thing, $49.96, Cash or Terms. Open 7
Offer good until Feb. 7. Pedal & Spoke,
days a week. United Freight Sales, 3920
~~~d nt Central _NE. 2/7
from
Australia, Britain, New
San •Mateo NE. tfn.
POTTERY, SII.VERWORK-=,""'n'-:h~o~to_m-_n_p~h-y,
Zealand,
the Philippines, Thailand
lNitherwork, you "an do It and we'll
KASTLE 201is with Marker Dlndlnsrs
and the United States.
show you how. VIsit The Cralt Shop In
Lange Boots, size 8l,!:, Darrecrarter poles.
tl1e bnnement of the Union. 6/G
Used 1 sen•on. Original Cost $285. Sell
MADRID (UPI)-Bank clerk
for $150, See McDonald at Journalism
ART SUPPLIEs-Stop getting ripped-off.
Dulldln~r
Tomas Santridan's employers
Buy nt honMtl.Y diarounted prfecg, Art
Stut•, 11!24 Central. 2/7
30 USED PO'RTADLE TV's, $30·$60, 441
took him to a labor court today
W:vo~lng N~. 26G·GD87. 5/2
GROUP TAOS SKI TRIPS, $31i.OO Includes
charging
that he sent them a~
lodk'lmr, transportntlon & discount&. 282~
.19uG PLYMOUTH V-8 Sedan. Good work·
insulting
letter when he wrote
G40G. 3/0,
ing condition. $160.00. Phone 2uG-3879,
explaining he was 37 minutes late
2/11
SCUBA REGJ!';TRATJON.DetaiJq at Val·
·~------~------------ley Pool, 1Ci0a Candelnrin NW. Class
for work because he forgot to
GOATHEADS
GOTCIIA DOWN? Thornbi.'Rino Mnrch 2nd, Certifil'ntlon by Pr~
proof tube:~ on snle this week. SO n pair
remove
his bedroom slippE>rs and
fe:;sio11nl Association o£ Pining lnstnll~·
!r~t::lb!. THI-~ DUm 3IIOP, 823 Yale
tors. 217
had to go home for shoes. The
2E, 842-9100. 2/18
court said it would consider the
41 FOR RENT
lO·SPEEDS l Great Selections. Fine Ser·
vice. THE BIKE SHOP, 823 Yale SE,
bank's
demand to subtract five
ROOMMATE WA."':N7T~E~D::-_--:::L-a_rg_e_u_n_ru_m_•
-~42-91~0. 2/18
dnys off his vacation.
f~lml atlnrtment-. no atralghtn, frcakn$70, 242·5864. 2/10
-~~ o-~·.,.,------:,.iltlllltllllllllllllllllllltllltlllllllltlllllll'
ll()OMl\tATE NEEDED. 2·hPilroom houoe.
1620 L~d SE. Arter 0:30PM. 2/9
Harrd
FtrifN.' l=bdrm.· ;;~~j~ Gu~lts/p~l.-$169~ .. ·
All you need to do to ha"e the LOBO mailed to your home is
2Gu·7G74. 2/7
Gold and Sterling
send $7.00 to: LOBO, UNl\1 P.O. Box 20, University of New
LARGE room in comtortnble North Valley
CAIWCHO:\S
home. Donrd It desired. Off street park·
: Makers of-Hand Made :
Jo'AGETED STO~ES, ~~~~ERALS
Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico, 87106 or come by the
lng. 344·4!!40. 217
ln~ian Jewelry
~
COUPLE or two people willing to share
B & B LAPIDARY
office, Journalism building, room 205 at the corner of Central
E
OLDTOWN
:
large bedroom In our house. $50. each.
328 SA~ FILrPE ~W
247-2513
and Yale.
G24 Richmond SE. Dambl or Ellen.

______

-

--

-~-~

~~

Having Trouble Writing IIome?
IIave the Lobo Do It For You!

-

CraftedJeweiry·

One Tear-- $J.OO

li!tli!SJI
e

:................................................e

5)

FORSALE

'02 NORTON 760 Atlu, Ride It away for
$37G. 268·4G89. 2/10
~~------------CAMPER-with/without
vehiele. Heated,
lnsulaWd, carPeWd, eleetrieal. $28G, 84~
C!!!l7. ::l/10

TWO AKC registered labrador Retriever
f«'male nups. Jo:xeellent field and bench
lines, Ellis, 265-2024. 2/7
LEATHER JACKET. New, rust color,
fringe, large. $25.00, 277-4808 or 2687749. 2!7
SKIS, new Rend downhill, $120, used Head
srinnt nlalom, $!10. 2!18·3611, evenings,
2/9
LADRADOR-llouml pups. Some fighters,
some lovers. $10.00 n piece. 2G6·1323.
2/9
1!!62 JAGUAR MARK II Sedan 4·speed
with overdrive. $14000,00, 251i-2308 or
296·378!1, 2/!J
~=-~~--~----1967 VW CAMPER.
Very ltOOIJ condition.
Newly rebuilt engine with only 3,500
miles. Going nt best offer. Phone 206·
1697. 2/9
'5G~!! DODGE Trk, wood camper, 3 speed.
V
new clutch, brakl's, exhl\\t'll., rebuilt
eng nc jugt lnstnJietl, $325.00, Dave, 29!!·
7142, wk-nlghta, 2/7
-

-

-

LOBO

-

·Sr

EXPERT TAX
PREPARATION

I

CLA§§I[FJIED
A DVERTK§ING

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
ClASSIFICATIONS:
1. Persona Is
5. For Sale

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

INSERT THE FOLlOWING ADVERTISEMENT --TIMES STARTING----

$5. SD-$10. Itemized Deduction
$2.50 for additional schedules

"Satisfied Students today are
customers in years to come
... We plan to satisfy. STUDENT DISCOUNT 20%.''

SINGER TAX SERVICE

4. For Rent

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!
ENCLOSED$ _ _ __

PLACED B Y - - - - - - - - - - ·

expert bookkeeping &: tax scrv.
299-2325 1336 Wyoming N.E.
(above Montessori school)
l,age 8

NEW MEXICO LOBO

